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Compact Resin Air Suction Filter
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Objective: Compact filter for vacuum suction

Smaller filter volume (1 cm3) reduces time to reach vacuum pressure during workpiece
suction.
Mainly used for surface chip mounters.

Feature 1: Improved alcohol resistance
Compared with the exiting models (FGZG220A-B※ and others), resistance against
ethanol alcohol, isopropanol alcohol, etc. has been improved. No cracks will be
generated by wiping the bowl with ethanol or isopropanol alcohol, etc.
※Since resistance may be significantly affected by operating temperature, chemical
concentration, etc., a prior confirmation in a condition close to the environment is
necessary.

Feature 2: Dual use for positive and negative pressures
The existing models (FGZG220A-B※ and others) are specialized for negative
pressures. Since this model ZFZ-03-002※※ has an operating pressure range of
-100 kPa to 500 kPa, this can be used with positive pressures.

Feature 3: Reduced pressure loss
Compared with the exiting models (FGZG220A-B※ and others), pressure loss was
reduced by 35 to 70% with an equivalent flow rate.

Feature 4: Improved user friendliness
The hexagonal cover and the hexagonal male screw holes allow easier attachment,
detachment and element replacement.

Specifications
Fluid
Operating pressure
range
Ambient and fluid
temperature
Nominal filtration
accuracy
Element differential
pressure resistance

Air
-100 to 500kPa
0 to 60℃
(No freezing)
A: 5 μm, B: 10 μm, C: 20 μm
D: 40 μm, E: 70 μm
0.15 MPa

JIS symbol

※The nominal filtration accuracy of the sintered metal element used in this product refers to
the classified particle size of the material and differs from the filtration accuracy for flowing
fluid.

How to Order
Z F Z – 03 - 002 ※ ※
Nominal filtration accuracy
Symbol μm
Element part number
A
5
ZFZ-EL03002A
B
10
ZFZ-EL03002B
C
20
ZFZ-EL03002C
D
40
ZFZ-EL03002D
E
70
ZFZ-EL03002E

Material of o-ring and gasket
Symbol
Material
Nil
NBR
F
FKM

Note 1: Replace the element when pressure drop reaches 20 kPa.
Note 2: Check the O-ring for flaws or damage during disassembly or assembly.

Dimensions: mm
M5×0.8

OUT

width across flats 8

( 22.6 )
( 18 )

M5×0.8

IN

width across flats 2.5

Note 1: Use is possible even with IN-OUT reversed-connection.
However the dirt condition of the element is not visible from the outside.
Note 2: Before replacing the element, stop operation. After the internal pressure in the filter
has reached atmospheric pressure, replace the filter element.
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Caution To ensure the safest possible operation of this product, please be sure to read thoroughly
the “Safety Instructions” in our “Best Pneumatics” catalog before use.
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